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Abstract— The task of simulation is often complicated for which many naive users often seek for relatively easier solutions. In many cases, simulations are done without any visual output which makes them non-attractive. In this demo, we present ViSim; a new simulation demonstration tool that has a userfriendly graphical interface. ViSim could be useful for researchers, students, teachers in their works, and for the demonstration of various wireless network scenarios on the computer screen. It could make the task of simulation more exciting and enhance the interest of the users without going into complex command-only text interface. For naive users, it is a demonstration tool; for experts, it could be used for performing various types of simulations in ns-2 using Windows environment. Keywords-ViSim, Visual, Simulation, ns-2, Performance, Routing, Graph, Comparison



I.



INTRODUCTION



Because of the challenging features of MANET [1], it has been under tremendous scrutiny and interest from the time of its emergence and by this time, numerous works have tried to address various issues. Routing in MANET is one of the welladdressed topics. Though many routing protocols have already been proposed and well-accepted in the research community because of their given promise and performance, there still remains the necessity of a flexible, user-friendly simulation demonstration tool that can make the task of simulation and visualization of routing protocols easier. Many simulators can successfully simulate various routing protocols of MANET. However, there are only a few tools to handle the simulations with a graphical interface. This particular fact has motivated us to design and develop a simulation tool named “ViSim” so that even the naive users could be able to deal with complex simulation scenarios in a much easier way without getting involved into the command-only interface. On the other hand, expert users can modify the codes and use it as per their requirements to do simulations in ns-2 in Windows environment [2]. II.



VISIM: VISUAL SIMULATION DEMONSTRATION TOOL



We have used two software in Windows environment for developing ViSim; ActiveTcl8.3.5 [3] and Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0. There are mainly four areas on the ViSim interface: (i) Simulation: Three routing protocols are mentioned (AODV, DSR, DSDV) on this area [1]. Clicking on the names of each one gives the options of simulating three network



scenarios using that particular protocol. Network scenarios can be modified in the .tcl scripts that run in the background. (ii) Comparison: This area has the options; Throughput vs Time, Goodput (Packets), Routing Load (Packets), Goodput (Bytes), and Routing Load (Bytes). All these buttons are used to select the parameters that the user needs for performance analysis and comparison among the routing protocols. (iii) Scenarios and Protocols: This area specifies the options of three network scenarios (radio buttons) and three routing protocols (tick boxes). Also there are two buttons; ‘Simulate’ (used for playing simulations) and ‘Create Graph’ (used to plot the comparison graphs). (iv) Output: This area is the right-bottom area shown as a blank space on ViSim interface. Based on the choice of various options, the outputs or further options are shown on this area. The graphs could also be plotted on this area after performing various simulations and comparisons. ViSim can be downloaded from: http://faculty.bracu.ac.bd/~spathan/research/visim.html . After installation, when it runs for the first time, the display will appear as shown in Figure 1.



Figure 1. Visual Simulation Tool Interface, ViSim 1.0 (run in Windows XP).



III.



HOW VISIM WORKS



Now, let us see the functionalities of ViSim with a practical example. Let us suppose that we want to visualize the simulation for DSR for a particular network scenario. For this task, first we have to click DSR button under simulation area.



After clicking DSR button, ViSim shows three more options (DSR Simulation 1, DSR Simulation 2, and DSR Simulation 3) on the output area. From these three options, any one could be chosen. For our task, let us choose DSR Simulation 3. After clicking this button, ViSim calls ns-2 in its background, then reads .tcl file that specifies the simulation scenario 3, generates .nam and .tr files. Once the .nam and .tr files are generated, ViSim calls the NAM (Network Animator tool) in its background and reads the generated .nam files. Consequently, it shows a screen for simulation [see Figure 2].



On the NAM screen, there are few buttons such as play, forward, backward, stop buttons available to control the simulation as these are done usually in Linux based environment with ns-2 and NAM. To see the visual simulation on the screen, the play button should be clicked.



Once the simulations are performed by clicking the ‘Simulate’ button, we can use the generated results in the background for plotting comparison graphs. Basically, this ‘Simulate’ button facilitates performing various simulations with three protocols for a particular network scenario at the same time. This reduces the burden of doing the tasks repeatedly or selecting one protocol at a time under Simulation area. Once all the simulations are completed, the graph can be generated by clicking the ‘Create Graph’ button. By clicking ‘Create Graph’ button, we send the command to read the generated .tr files (trace files) and extract the required information/values from those. These values are used to plot the graphs for different protocols for a specific scenario and for different performance indicators. Figure 3 shows a sample output of what we have done so far (as an important note it should be mentioned that each simulation and plotting of graph takes a bit time as required by ns-2). Let us talk about the working mechanism of ViSim buttons a bit. When the user selects the simulation option to view the simulation for a particular scenario, ViSim calls up a .bat file which contains shell script. This shell script calls the ns-2 and feeds files or file having extension .tcl, according to the choice of simulation. Then ns-2 generates trace file (extension .tr) and nam file (extension .nam). After that NAM is called via shell script and using NAM the script feeds .nam file into NAM which gives a GUI (Graphical User Interface) popup and using it, a user can actually observe the simulation. Again, when the user selects the Comparison option and clicks Create Graph after performing simulations, ViSim gathers the .tr files according to the choice of protocol, reads those and according to the performance indicators, it filters the data and picks up important information to generate the graph [see Figure 4].



Figure 3. A sample output graph (Throughput vs Time) using network scenario 1, three protocols; DSDV, DSR, and AODV are compared.



Figure 4. Operational methods and flows of ViSim.



Figure 2. The output after choosing DSR Simulation 3.



Now, if we want to make comparisons among three different protocols for performance analysis, we have to choose a specific network scenario. In our case, let us select Scenario 1. Then we have to select three mentioned protocols (or, any two or one) and side by side the performance indicators should be clicked from the five options in the comparison area.
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